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Abstract Copper oxides are the only materials that have
transition temperatures, Tc, well above the boiling point of
liquid nitrogen, with a maximum T mc of 162 K under pres-
sure. Their structure is layered, with one to several CuO2
planes, and upon hole doping, their transition temperature
follows a dome-shaped curve with a maximum of T mc . In the
underdoped regime, i.e., below T mc , a pseudogap ∗ ∝ T ∗
is found, with T * always being larger than Tc, a property
unique to the copper oxides. In the superconducting state,
Cooper pairs (two holes with antiparallel spins) are formed
that exhibit coherence lengths on the order of a lattice dis-
tance in the CuO2 plane and one order of magnitude less
perpendicular to it. Their macroscopic wave function is par-
allel to the CuO2 plane near 100 % d at their surface, but
only 75 % d and 25 % s in the bulk, and near 100 % s
perpendicular to the plane in yttrium barium copper oxide
(YBCO) [1]. There are two gaps with the same Tc [2].
As function of doping, the oxygen isotope effect is novel
and can be quantitatively accounted for by a vibronic the-
ory or by the presence of bipolarons [2, 3]. These cuprates
are intrinsically heterogeneous in a dynamic way. In terms
of quasiparticles, bipolarons are present at low doping and
aggregate upon cooling [2] so that probably ramified clus-
ters and/or stripes are formed, leading over to a more Fermi
liquid-type behavior at large carrier concentrations.
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1 Scope of the Article
Since the discovery of superconductivity in hole-doped
La2CuO4 [4, 5], a vast effort devoted to discovering new
copper oxides with elevated superconducting transition tem-
peratures, Tc, and to their understanding has appeared in
the literature. All copper oxide-based superconductors con-
tain CuO2 layers. Their inherent properties are the existence
of singlet Cooper pairs, a very small coherence length,
and a unique phase diagram. More than 25 years after
their discovery, the search for the origin of the unexpect-
edly high transition temperatures that most of them exhibit
is regarded by the scientific community to be one of the
truly challenging problems in condensed matter physics.
The superconducting copper oxides are at present the only
material class that exhibits superconductivity well above
the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen. As such, they
can indeed be named high-temperature superconductors
(HTSs).
Over the past 3 years, the author has been invited to sev-
eral conferences, including three major ones, to describe
his understanding of the occurrence of superconductivity
in the cuprates. The first was the APS March Meeting in
Dallas in 2011 [6] on the occasion of the centenary of
the discovery of superconductivity in Leyden, The Nether-
lands, and conjointly, the 25th anniversary of the one in the
cuprates in Ru¨schlikon, Switzerland [4, 5]. Then a sympo-
sium at the University of Twente followed in September
2011 [7]. The next was the ICSM in Istanbul in the spring
of 2012 [8] and, in the same year, the M2S in Washington in
July [9].
The content and, therefore, their abstracts were closely
the same. Above, I have reproduced a “unified” version. It
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can also be taken as a summary of the content of the
present paper, which reproduces most of the panels shown
at these conferences together with my comments and
explanations.
2 Description of and Comments to the Panels
Panel 1
Panel 1 is the start panel, in which sometimes the word
“unique” was replaced by “exceptional.” In Houston, super-
conductivity up to 163 K was reached in one compound
under pressure [10]. Other compounds barely made it to the
temperature of liquid nitrogen
Panel 2
Here, the main structure found for all superconducting
cuprates is shown. It contains CuO2 layers with a structure
found in perovskites, but there in three directions. The CuO2
layers can be present once, twice, thrice, and also four times
in the unit cell. When undoped, these copper oxides are
insulators and antiferromagnets because of the magnetic
Cu2+ ions present.
Panel 3
Upon hole doping, a generic phase diagram is found for
all the cuprates investigated. It is shown schematically in
this panel. At approximately 6 % of doping, superconduc-
tivity appears and Tc follows a dome-shaped curve with
a maximum of T mc . In the underdoped regime, i.e., below
T mc , a so-called pseudogap ∗ ∝ T ∗ is found. As a func-
tion of doping, T * becomes smaller in a nearly linear way,
but never intersects the Tc curve—a property unique to the
copper oxides.
Panel 4
This panel reproduces data from many systems showing
the progression of T * and Tc, where the former curve
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approaches the latter tangentially above optimum doping.
This excludes all magnetism-based theories, which yield a
quantum critical point at T = 0 near optimum doping,
because the T * line would have to intersect the one of Tc
near this doping level. This was first found by Deutscher
[11], based on Andreev reflections and now confirmed by
many other data; see entries on the right of the panel
(reprinted from [12]).
Panel 5
In all superconductors, Cooper pairs are present. They con-
sist of two charge carriers with opposite spins which are
coupled over a certain coherence length. Because of the high
Fermi energy, their coherence lengths in metallic supercon-
ductors are up to several hundreds of angstroms. However,
as shown in the panel, in the cuprates, they are only one
to two lattice distances, and only a fraction of the unit cell
distance along the c-axis [2]! We will see later that also
the symmetry of the wave function in that direction is very
different from that in the CuO2 plane.
Panel 6
In the classical superconductors, the isotope effect was sub-
stantial in pointing to and supporting the Bardeen–Cooper–
Schrieffer (BCS) theory. The key point is summarized in
this panel: Tc is proportional to the mass of an elemental
superconductor to an exponent α, which is 0.5 as predicted
by BCS and observed in most of the cases.
In cuprates, very large isotope effects on T * have been
reported in two entirely different types of experiments: first,
via X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES), and
then with inelastic neutron experiments. We start with the
former.
Panel 7
In XANES, high-energy photons impinging on the sample
eject, here from a Cu2+ ion, an electron of given energy that
interacts with its corresponding de Broglie wavelength with
its neighbor ions.
Panel 8
The resulting fluorescence in the experiment is plotted as
a function of the impinging photon energy. An edge is
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observed that depends on the neighbors either out of plane,
A1 and A2, or in plane, B1 and B2. One can therefore
monitor the change in the Cu2+ local neighbor distance
either in or out of plane in an extremely short time (adapted
from [13]).
Panel 9
Upon replacing 16O by 18O, the ratio R is sensitive to
the Cu2+–O distance, as shown. As a function of temper-
ature, a very large shift of 70 K in the detected step is
recorded. Thus at T *, a substantial change in the dynam-
ics of the planar ligand–oxygen distance must be present.
This is in clear contradiction to the theories advanced that
propose an electronic origin of HTS, and ignored by that
community to this day (reprinted from [13]).
Panel 10
To confirm the very large oxygen isotope effect found with
XANES on T *, an entirely different experiment that is
sensitive to the Cu2+–O ligand distance was carried out
by means of inelastic neutron scattering in Wu¨renlingen,
Switzerland.
Panel 11
A beam of neutrons with defined energy and width impinges
on the sample, where it is scattered and detected as a func-
tion of its wave vector, i.e., the scattering angle, by a circle
of aligned detectors.
Panel 12
Here, scattering data for HBCO 1248 are shown. This is
a stoichiometric, lightly underdoped compound chosen to
obviate questions regarding possible structural phase transi-
tions (SPTs) or inhomogeneity. Indicated are the measured
and the assigned crystal field transitions of Ho3+ replacing
the rare-earth ion Y3+ (adapted from [14]).
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Panel 13
Shown is the ground state to the first excited 4 state as a
function of temperature of this transition. It is proportional
to the A22 crystal field. At T *, a jump occurs with a 16O
to 18O isotope shift of 50 K comparable to that observed
in lanthanum strontium copper oxide (LSCO) with XANES
[14]. Also shown is a picture of D. Rubio Temprano, whose
thesis work was under the direction of Prof. Albert Furrer at
the ETH Zurich.
Panel 14
To further substantiate the enormous oxygen isotope shift
at T *, experiments in LSCO were carried out in which the
La3+ was substituted in part by Ho3+, whose 1 to 4
transition was recorded for both 16O to 18O and 63Cu to
65Cu substitutions. Whereas for the former, an isotope shift
of 10 K occurs, there is none for the latter. The reason is
that in LSCO, the nearest neighbors to Cu2+ are oxygen
ions on octahedral lattice sites. There exists an inversion
symmetry in their motion that is not crystal field active. In
contrast, in YBCO, an isotope shift is observed for 63Cu
to 65Cu substitution as expected because here the nearest
neighbors to Cu2+ are located on a pyramid and the cop-
per lacks inversion symmetry (the so-called Ro¨hler mode is
active). Note also that the isotope effect is large and negative
(from [15]).
Panel 15
Here is a summary of the isotope effects on T * discussed so
far and the theories that account for them. Before we go on
to these effects observed on Tc, we summarize the relevant
vibronic theory.
Panel 16
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The Hamiltonian consists of four terms. The first encom-
passes the electronic d functions of the Cu2+ ions present,
found in the t–J model. The second is due to the oxygen p
band. The third is the vibronic interaction between the two
bands: in it, the first term is the linear interaction between
the electronic densities and the respective ionic displace-
ments, and the second term is the exchange between the
two bands. The latter is responsible for only one transi-
tion temperature and not for two, as predicted by the author
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almost two decades ago [16]. The last term describes the
usual lattice dynamics. This model yields polarons with
the binding energy amount shown. They are proportional
to the square of the interaction constant γ and inversely
proportional to the ionic mass and the phonon frequency.
See [17].
Panel 17
Very important is (i) that the tunneling t in the t–J model
gets renormalized exponentially, as shown, and decreases
when the polaron binding energy increases and (ii) that
the electronic repulsion, i.e., the Hubbard U , between two
polarons is reduced by four times the polaron binding
energy, and this down to the point at which it can become
negative, i.e., attractive. That means bipolarons become sta-
ble. Also shown are the possible four tunneling paths with
their respective unrenormalized amounts, at the left with the
nearest neighbors and at the right in the lattice unit cell [17].
Panel 18
Here is the situation for a CuO2 layer, with the hop-
ping terms t1 and t2 and the corresponding lattice modes
(reprinted from [17]).
Panel 19
This panel shows the isotope effects measured for three
compounds as a function of reduced transition temperatures
t = Tc/T mc below maximum as well as those computed
from the vibronic theory for hopping t1, t2, and t4. Whereas
the progression with the former does not follow the exper-
iments, the one for the latter does so quantitatively from
t = 1 to 0.4. Here, it should be noted that the lattice defor-
mation coupling with t2 is the one of the Jahn–Teller effect.
Below 0.4, the observed isotope shifts are much larger than
the computed ones. We ascribe this deviation to the mean
field computation of the theory, which does not reflect the
granularity present for underdoping well. See [18], adapted
from [17].
Panel 20
Therefore, I expected that a theory by Kresin and Wolf,
published in 1994, might describe the situation better. In it,
polarons oriented along the c-axis, as shown, were assumed.
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However, the derivation would also hold if the polarons, or
better bipolarons, lie in the CuO2 layer. The relatively sim-
ple formula for the isotope exponent is included in the panel
as well. Note that α is proportional to the derivative of the
carrier concentration n. It therefore reflects the sign inver-
sion of α observed for T * and Tc (reprinted from [19a], see
also [19b]) .
Panel 21
Here is the outcome of using the Kresin–Wolf formula
with the measured isotope effects for Tc/T mc ≤ 1 down to
the superconductor–isolator transition, TS−I. This was com-
puted by using the Tc domes published. The agreement
is really spectacular, about as good as that of the critical
behavior of the order parameters in structural phase transi-
tions measured by the author’s group at the time and that
of the renormalization group theory. Note that it holds
down nearly to TS−I, where α ≈ 1, i.e., twice as large as
in BCS theory. From this agreement, we conclude that the
Kresin–Wolf formula holds also for in-plane polarons and,
in fact, proves their existence. I also show the picture of Dr.
Stephan Weyeneth, with whom these results were obtained
(reprinted from [20]).
Panel 22
The isotope experiments and the agreement with the
Kresin–Wolf formula lead to the question whether there
are data that support this result. First, let us consider the
ground state of a single polaron. Because of the coupling of
the charge with the lattice, the product of a nuclear and an
electronic wave function is present. Therefore, the nuclear
and electronic degrees of freedom cannot be separated, as
is the case in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation gen-
erally used, where only a single nuclear/electronic term is
present, and the respective energies and masses are very
different.
Panel 23
Of course here, we are dealing with multiparticle wave
functions as shown schematically. This can be probed exper-
imentally with inelastic neutron scattering for the lattice
dynamics and with photoemission for the electronic part. As
will be shown in the next two panels, in both experiments,
an anomaly is present near energies of ≈70 meV as a func-
tion of the wavelength, pointing to the vibronic character of
the HTS cuprates. This was pointed out by the author well
over a decade ago [2].
Panel 24
Here are the inelastic neutron scattering data of Egami’s
group along the [Q,0,0] direction for four different hole
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dopings in YBCO. For x = 0.35, in the middle of the
zone, a discontinuity of a strong excitation between 55 and
73 meV is seen, confirming earlier results by Pintchovius
and Reichart [21]. See [22], reprinted from [23].
Panel 25
In this panel, photoemission data of Lanzara et al. are shown
for four superconductors along the 0 to 1 direction. For the
three with hole doping, a clear knee in the linear dispersions
occurs near 70 meV. In the electron-doped one, this kink is
not present. The two experiments shown reflect the lattice
dynamic and the electronic excitations due to the polarons
present [24].
Panel 26
The existence of two conformations of nearest neighbors
to the Cu2+ ions in LSCO was actually shown in the
group of Bianconi in Rome quite early on by X-rays, and
commented on by Mihailovic and Mu¨ller [25], along with
confirming experiments such as NMR, Mo¨ssbauer effects,
and optical reflection data. One of the two conformations is
a nearly regular octahedron. The other consists of two oxy-
gen ions that moved symmetrically toward the Cu2+ and
two that moved outward, all four near the CuO2 plane. This
is clearly the Q2 Jahn–Teller-active conformation. Note that
because of the two oxygen ions that have moved outward,
the oxygen–oxygen distance is larger than the one imposed
by the lattice, and therefore, the octahedron in question gets
tilted by about 6◦ away from the c-axis direction (reprinted
from [26]).
Panel 27
In the upper part of panel 26, the Rome interpretation in
terms of so-called stripes was shown. The white stripes
are undistorted octahedral conformations. I view them as
metal-like conducting, i.e., delocalized holes, and therefore
not Jahn–Teller active, whereas the others with trapped
holes are Jahn–Teller (JT) active.
We now come to the central part of the description of the
hole-doped copper oxides.
Panel 28
When discussing panel 17, it was pointed out that the effec-
tive repulsion U can become negative, i.e., attractive, so
that bipolarons can form at T *. In agreement with this
assignment, very large oxygen isotope effects were found
by EXAFS (see panel 9) and inelastic scattering (panel 12).
This was first proposed by the author in a review article in
2007 [27].
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Panel 29
Here, we recall the already reviewed photoemission
and inelastic neutron scattering work, i.e., wave vector-
dependent data, and then that reflecting real space. With
that, the determination of the structure of the bipo-
laron became possible, first by an analysis of the three-
spin polaron observed by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR), the lattice deformation determined by inelastic neu-
tron scattering, and the already discussed local lattice defor-
mation of Bianconi’s group.
Panel 30
The three-spin center in LSCO was discovered by J.
Sichelschmidt in Elschner’s group in Darmstadt. It is a cen-
ter with spin S = 1/2, axial along the c-axis detected by
EPR. The remarkable property is that its gyromagnetic val-
ues g⊥ and g|| cross as a function of temperature, and this
for two different dopings. The two conformations which
tunnel between each other are the planar JT ones. This cen-
ter was proposed earlier by Emery and Reiter [28] and has
a higher energy than the bipolaron carrying two carriers
because of the ensuing oxygen lattice deformations. There-
fore, the three-spin polaron is very likely trapped at a
positive lattice defect, i.e., a substitutional Sr2+ for Al3+.
To confirm this, an ENDOR experiment would have been
appropriate (reprinted from [29]).
Panel 31
Here schematically, the trapping of the second carrier is
shown to form a bipolaron. It is in principle equivalent
to the effective negative U center of Anderson [30]. With
his note, Anderson solved the problem of doped inho-
mogeneous semiconductors in which neither conductivity
nor spin resonance was detected because he showed that
due to the local lattice deformation, two trapped carriers
with antiparallel spin, i.e., S = 0, had a lower energy
than a single trapped carrier with spin. The right panel is
from [31].
Panel 32
Here is the bipolaron as proposed in 2000 by Kabanov and
Mihailovic. Two holes with antiparallel spin are trapped on
oxygen orbitals next to two two-valent copper ions with spin
S = 1/2. The oxygens are displaced with local t2 confor-
mations as in the three-spin polaron. It is this Jahn–Teller
deformation which makes the trapping of the two holes pos-
sible. The two copper spins are oriented antiparallel to each
other and to the rest of the AFM lattice. As the bipolaron
carries no spin, it can be mobile in the AFM lattice (adapted
from [31, 32]).
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Panel 33
Kabanov and Mihailovic arrived at their model with the
X-ray analysis of Bianconi et al. shown in panel 26, the
three-spin polaron from EPR, panel 30, and the lattice defor-
mation obtained by inelastic neutron scattering of Egami’s
group, panel 24. All three are summarized in this panel. The
left panel is from [32], the center panel from [31], and the
right panels (EXAFS) are from [33].
Panel 34
Before going on, we recall panel 5, in which the experimen-
tally determined coherence length of the Cooper pairs was
shown in the CuO2 plane; it is close to the size of the bipo-
laron, and we can regard the Cooper pairs with their short
coherence lengths in the cuprates as being formed by the
bipolarons.
Panel 35
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and  the Pauli matrices i,j represent the degenerate electronic states.
Here, the four possible interactions of finite wavelength
phonons, b+/−k with the doubly degenerate state of the
bipolaron using Pauli matrices are shown, as they appear
in the paper of Kabanov and Mihailovic [31]. The first
term is due to the breathing mode, the second and the third
are the interactions with JT-active modes, and the fourth
results from the magnetic interaction. The gi(k0, ki) are
the wavelength-dependent interaction constants. The second
and the third are the relevant ones.
Panel 36
The behavior of the bipolarons and their formation energy
could subsequently be investigated by EPR, and this panel
recalls the advantages of this well-known method that pro-
vides information in real space as a function of time of the
quasiparticles in question.
Panel 37
The way EPR was employed to obtain the desired informa-
tion is shown in this panel. Mn2+ ions were substituted in
small concentrations for the intrinsically present Cu2+. The
relaxation of the Mn2+ occurs mainly to Cu2+ in the lattice
and not directly to the lattice vibrations. See [34].
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Panel 38
Here, the recorded EPR spectrum is shown. It consists of a
broad and a narrow line very near the g value of the free spin
of Mn2+. The broad line shows an oxygen isotope effect and
the narrow one does not. The former was assigned to the
coupling and spin diffusion of the Cu2+ in the lattice, and
the narrow one to Mn2+ ions in metallic clusters present.
From the analysis of the broad EPR line, the relaxation of
the Cu2+ to the lattice could be obtained. Because of the
short time inferred, it could now be understood why no EPR
from the Cu2+ has ever been observed: the line is too broad
(reprinted from [35]).
Panel 39
This panel shows the intensity of the broad and the narrow
Mn2+ EPR lines as a function of temperature for 1, 2, and
3 % of Mn2+ doping. Upon cooling, the broad line intensity
decreases substantially, whereas the narrow one increases
exponentially. The activation energy is near 500 K, indepen-
dent of the doping, and gives the formation energy of the
bipolarons that cluster into metallic domains or stripes. This
energy is in the range Kochelaev and Safina calculated from
first principles to be between 100 and 700 K depending on
the correlation energy of the two trapped holes present [35].
Panel 40
This is a plot in which the Mn2+ EPR lines of the three
doping concentrations of panel 39 are presented together
with the resistivity anisotropy ratio in LSCO single crys-
tals obtained by Ando et al. [36]. The latter macroscopic
quantity grows exponentially as does the microscopic EPR.
Ando et al. attributed this to the growth and alignment of the
stripes present. This is in agreement with the behavior found
microscopically with EPR. It should be noted that the hole
concentration present in the LSCO is under the 6 % needed
for the occurrence of bulk superconductivity. Therefore, in
this case, the metallic stripes present are an intrinsic prop-
erty of the hole-doped lattice as such (reprinted from [37]).
Panel 41
For a doping n, there are only N = n/2 pairs possi-
ble upon cooling. Mihailovic and Kabanov provided the
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analytical expression for N(T ) in their paper quoted in
panel 32. It is shown here for a given pairing energy .
Upon cooling, the number of bipolarons increases first
exponentially.
Panel 42
This panel summarizes the binding energy (x) for the
bipolarons as a function of the hole doping x from three
different efforts: (i) the theory of Alexandrov, Kabanov,
and Mott (AKM) [38], (ii) the infrared (IR) data of Bi and
Eklund [39], and (iii) the susceptibility χ data according to
the theory of AKM plus a Pauli temperature-independent
term. It should be noted that (x) in the AKM theory is
constant up to 5 %, which is in agreement with the doping-
independent amount of (x) up to 3 % with EPR shown in
panels 39 and 40. Above 5 %, (x) follows a dependence
of 1/x approximately for the quite different type of IR and
χ data. Near-optimum doping, deviations from theory and
experiment occur because of bipolaron interactions (from
[40]).
Panel 43
To understand the bipolaron interactions, we start with a
schematic view of a single bipolaron and its interaction with
the AFM lattice (as drawn with A. Bussmann-Holder).
Panel 44
Based on panel 43, here is a schematic view of the cluster-
ing of bipolarons into stripes. In this context, remember the
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discussion on panel 40 with the same exponential tempera-
ture dependence of the narrow EPR line and Ando’s resis-
tivity anisotropy data in single-crystal low-doped LSCO.
Panel 45
On the left, the lattice deformation at 6 % doping in the
CuO2 plane for the dynamic mesoscopic Jahn–Teller model
is shown and, on the right, the corresponding percolation
model (reprinted from [41]).
Panel 46
The x versus T phase diagram results from the mesoscopic
model. The remarkable results were (i) an understanding
of the minimum coherence length observed, (ii) the correct
percentage of holes for which the onset of superconductivity
is observed (6 %), and (iii) the correct percentage of holes
(∼15 %) to achieve the maximum value of Tc, i.e., T mc , and
T mc itself (from [41]).
Panel 47
The agreement between the mesoscopic model and the
experimental results in panels 45 and 46 is remarkable,
despite the fact that the percolative clustering and the stripe
formation, observed especially by Tranquada’s group [42],
were not found. What is missing was recognized in Ljubl-
jana to be the strain interaction between the bipolarons
present. This panel summarizes this effort. The interaction
term due to strain is shown. Note that the Saint-Venant com-
patibility condition is taken into account. In the latter, a
divergence of a certain inelastic strain vector has to be zero,
as discovered by Barre´ de Saint-Venant for the stability of
railway bridges in the middle of the nineteenth century and
rediscovered on the microscopic scale by Alan Bishop’s
group in Los Alamos for magnetic phases.
Panel 48
Here are snapshots of simulations discussed in panel 47 for
t = 0.04, n = 0.2, and vl(1,0), as a function of vl(1,1),
where t is the reduced temperature (T /Tc), n is the den-
sity, and vl(1,0) and vl(1,1) stand for the short-range nearest
and next-nearest neighbor interactions [43]. Clearly visible
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is the formation of stripes, which depending on the interac-
tion of vl(1,1), are aligned along {1, 0} or {1, 1} in the plane
(reprinted from [44]).
Panel 49
In the work shown so far, no allusion has been made
regarding the dynamics present, say, the stripe generation
movement and annihilation occurring in the AFM insulat-
ing matrix. This may be estimated from the observation of
the generation of stripes or clusters below the onset at T *
as a function of temperature. Shown are the results from
XANES, EPR, and NMR. Of these, the observation time
is the shortest in XANES, namely ≈ 10−13 s (X-rays),
whereas in EPR, it is 10−10 s, and in NMR, 10−7 s. One rec-
ognizes that the three yield the same T *(x) dependence up
to optimum doping at x = 0.13, but there T * drops to zero.
For NMR, this occurs because the stripes’ dynamics is faster
than the time over which NMR, but not EPR and XANES,
is observed (drawn by A. Shengelaya).
Panel 50
Single-band theories, such as the t–J model, propose a
pure d symmetry for the macroscopic wave function in
the cuprates. This is indeed observed with surface-sensitive
experiments such as SQUIDS or the often quoted tricrys-
tal experiment of Tsuei and Kirtley [45]. However, from
the existing data, the author proposed, already back in
1995, that the wave function contains a d and an s compo-
nent, but only one transition Tc, with the two symmetries
stemming from two electronic bands. As commented in
panel 16, the reason for this is the exchange between the
two.
This panel actually summarizes the observations that will
be shown in more detail in the next panels: in the CuO2
plane at the surface, 100 % d , inside 75 % d , and 25 % s,
in agreement with the group theoretical analysis of Iachello
[46], and surprisingly, 100 % s along the tetragonal c-
axis. The latter property could be derived from the vibronic
theory discussed in panel 16.
Panel 51
There are a number of experiments confirming the picture
shown in panel 50; see [47]. For clarity and brevity, we show
the data obtained at the Swiss Muon Source at the PSI in
Wu¨renlingen by Khasanov et al. Muon rotation is a local
probe so that the muons, depending on their energy, stop
near the surface or in the bulk and thus are ideally suited for
investigating the wave function as a function of the distance
from the surface. The relaxation rate σsc(T ) is inversely
proportional to the square of the London penetration depth
λ(T ). At low magnetic field, the two s and d components
are clearly visible, but less so at higher magnetic fields. This
is due to the presence of more vortices with their surface
and, therefore, d character [47]. On the left, the decomposi-
tion of σsc(T ) into the two components is shown. (Reprinted
from [48]).
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Panel 52
Here we show the square of the inverse of the London pene-
tration depth for muons stopped in the bulk of LSCO along
the crystallographic a, b, and c directions. For a and b,
because of the near tetragonal crystal, they are the same, as
also seen in the left figure, but along the c-axis, it is pure s!!
This is borne out by the vibronic theory; see panels 16 and
17 (left from [1], right adapted from [49]).
Panel 53
A dozen years earlier, the NMR group of the University of
Zurich measured the T2G relaxation of copper of LSCO [50].
As shown, the inverse of T2G as a function of reduced tem-
perature lies in between the quantities computed by Bulut
and Scalapino [51]. Interpolating linearly between the the-
oretical curves in the panel, a 20 to 25 % s character was
obtained—most remarkably in very good agreement with
the muon spin rotation experiments in LSCO; see panels 51
and 52 (from [50]).
Panel 54
More recently, Haase and Slichter and their groups found
clear two-component behavior from the susceptibility
behavior as obtained by NMR (reprinted from [52]).
Panel 55
Using her vibronic theory, panels 16 and 17, Bussmann-
Holder obtained 40 % s and 60 % d character from this new
2178 J Supercond Nov Magn (2014) 27:2163–2179
data, a somewhat higher s percentage. In the inset, the s
and d gaps are reproduced, all as a function of temperature
(reprinted from [53]).
Panel 56
This is the final message, which was often projected after
the presentations. More on this follows in the concluding
remarks.
3 Concluding Remarks
A vast number of photoemission experiments exist. Out
of all of these, only the one by Lanzara et al. has been
shown. The reason is twofold. In this type of experiments,
the band dispersion of energy versus the wave vector is
obtained, whereas the stage for the occurrence of supercon-
ducting correlations in the copper oxides is in the real space
and time domain because of the polaronic character of the
quasiparticles involved. This should have become obvious
in the experiments discussed. Access to this phenomenon
was reached via X-rays, muon spin rotation, EPR, NMR,
NQR, XANES, inelastic neutron scattering, and computer
simulations. In contrast, photoemission data require Fourier
transformation from the energy–wave vector space into the
time-dependent real space, where the essential is happen-
ing. A further difficulty is that in photoemission, the escape
length of carriers is limited approximately to one lattice
distance. This surface sensitivity promptly yields d wave
symmetry of the superconducting wave function, predicted
by the one-band theories, whereas in the CuO2 plane in the
bulk, about 25 % s component is present and relevant. The
latter is due to the second band of the vibronic wave func-
tion. Along the c direction, it is entirely s, not observed at all
by photoemission but by muon spin rotation, see panels 52
and 53(!!), as well as in optical reflectivity along the c-axis
[47, and references therein, 54].
The emphasis put on experiments reflecting real space
and time properties rather than on those yielding energies
in the wave vector space is well supported by a recent
theoretical study from the South China Normal University
in Guangzhou [55]. In it, with high accuracy, the equiv-
alence of the observed Fermi arcs, Fermi pockets, and
superstructures in cuprates by photoemission with that of a
short-range diagonal stripe phase with wave vector (7π /8,
7π /8) was shown. In this study, it was also pointed out that
the stripe phase has nothing to do with the superconducting
pairing. Incorporating a d wave pairing into the stripe phase
yields the well-known gap features in the density of states.
The pairing results, in our exposition, from the presence
of bipolarons (panels 31, 32, 35, and 38) and their coupling
into clusters or stripes (panels 44, 45, 48, and 49). This
quasiparticle description following Heisenberg is equivalent
to a Schro¨dinger one using electronic bands and a vibronic
coupling between at least the ground state and an excited
band as exposed in panels 17 to 19.
In the panels shown, a relevant type of experiments has
not been presented, namely Oyanagi’s measurements of the
fluctuations of the O–Cu distance with X-rays that show
peaks at Tc and T *. These—as well as their shapes—could
be well accounted for by Bussmann-Holder et al. [56] with
the presence of a substantial s wave component in the super-
conducting wave function, as is borne out by the muon and
NMR measurements shown (panels 51 to 55). Thus, the
entire data discussed are consistent with one another. There
is no reason to pretend that HTS in cuprates is not under-
stood. This is only the case if one negates the polaronic
origin of the phenomenon.
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